Could The Dreams Of A Dreamer Come True.
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Valse Animato.

Too many live in dreams they say, Sweet
I've seen the sun sink to the sea, I've
dreams how dear to me. They're all that I possess it seems, I'm
watched the twilight grow. I've seen the stars loom silently. I've
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dreaming constantly.

I've watched the fireflies glow.

accel.

loaf, wilderness and you; A place to rest the while And seen the moon steal up the sky to cast its silvery beams Up.

accel.

dolce.

all my weary, dreary thoughts will vanish with a smile.
on the weary world below the while I lived in dreams.

Could the dreams etc., 4.
Chorus.
Lento.

Could the dreams of a dreamer come true, Sweet-heart mine. There'd be plenty for you and for me.

There'd be mountains of gold, there'd be treasures untold, You'd be ruler of land and of sea.
"For the moon never beams without bringing me dreams, Golden dreams and they all are of you.

You would reign on a throne, With the world all your own, Could the dreams of a dreamer come true, dreamer come true.